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This guidebook is full of prompts proven to help families relax and
have fun during their photoshoot. Follow these tips to feel confident
and prepared when going into family sessions! Your clients will love

you!

Family Sessions
Made Easy



I've been there. 100%, I. HAVE. BEEN. THERE. Where? So eager to be a family photographer, with big goals for the

kind of photography I could give clients... but I was just getting started and feeling a little lost. I remember

booking my first clients, then scrolling online searching family poses... desperate for ideas to fill the entire

session time!

I wondered, how do I give my clients variety in their gallery? How do I do it without everyone feeling super

awkward?? How do I tell them to act natural, when they feel FAR from natural in front of a camera? How in the

world do I walk into a session and do all of these things, without constantly checking my phone for screenshots

of poses? And even when I find the poses.. what do I say to make them do the poses without it looking so...

posed?? I needed answers on how to make clients look relaxed and not so stiff.

Whew. How I remember so many sessions that started with all of those worries and thoughts.

I needed a guide. I needed a cheat sheet that would help me walk in feeling confident, like I had a solid plan

on where the session would start.. and where we would go along the way, until it was time to wrap up. I

needed a step by step plan on how to give my clients photography full of beautiful life and love and emotion!

I decided to make the guide I wish I had. And I soooo hope that it helps someone else who feels today just

how I felt back then. I hope it gives you the confidence you need to know YOU GOT THIS.

"HERE GOES NOTHING..."
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IT'S TIME.
Yes, this is really 
where it starts.

Before you demand your money back, I
know I am starting with the most obvious
and basic pose. "Everyone- look at me and
smile!" BUT. This is a money shot that is a
MUST in every photo session. You just need
to get it. So do it first, get it done and out of
the way.

And honestly, there are still special tricks to
getting this simple & basic family pose. 

 

Tips: 
 

Tell the family to fill ALL the gaps! Squeeze close, no
spaces between anyone! We want connection and

closeness!! 
 

Tell dad to put a hand on a child's shoulder and one
arm around his wife. If a hand on a child shoulder

doesn't make sense (say they are holding a baby),
then tell him to put one hand in his pocket. No

awkward hands!
 

Really little people should be held. Pay attention to
awkward height differences. Don't be scared to say

when something isn't working, and to keep trying new
arrangements. You want to get it right!
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After you get that first must-have shot, it's time to move on to the real fun! The
point of this guide is to teach you how to run an easy breezy session where you

get a variety of natural, candid photographs... so let's get going.
 

After the look-and-smile, it's time to say
 

 "OKAY- now nobody can look at me! Look at anyone BUT me." 
 

Making this a game for the kids works great 80% of the time. If kids still look at
you, ask them "Hey... What color are your mom's eyes? What about dad's?" Or

"look at the SILLIEST person in your family!" Then everyone just kind of giggles and
looks at each other... no eyes on the camera! Mission 2 accomplished.

 
TIP: Kids not smiling? Tell mom or dad to give them a sneaky tickle on their

back or side. We need smiles!
 

It's important to pay attention to details in these moments though. Are any kids
putting their hands in weird or awkward places? You don't want anyone to look
stiff... and you don't want it to look all over the place either. Gentle guidance on

hand placement is always a plus.



MOVE IN! MOVE OUT!
Angles, angles, angles. The key to variety in a family session depends so much on perspectives. How many

angles and perspectives can you capture in just ONE pose? 
 

During the "No one look at me", I start to move closer to the family (I use only prime lenses-- if you use a
zoom, you could zoom instead of physically moving around). But if you are a prime user like me, it's time to
get moving. Move closer-- take a close photo of each child. Take a photo up close of mom looking at dad.

Take a photo up close of any sweet details.
 

After getting closer for details and close angles, it's time to MOVE OUT! Back up further than you were before.
Include more scenery in the photos. Change up where the family is standing in the scene just using where

YOU are standing (don't move them). Get creative!
 

All the while (you are doing this quickly) continue to remind the family "Talk to each other... someone tell a
joke.. whisper a funny word that even I can't hear... but whatever you do, still don't look at me! I'm not here!"

 
 



Take a seat!
Next step of the session... everyone take a seat! 

 
I tell the family to sit down (either on a blanket I brought

with me or directly on the ground if in a field... not in a field?
look for steps.)

 
My advice to families is to sit down, mom and dad in the
back. I suggest that mom "sit like a mermaid" (leg's to the

side of her) & after dad sits down, I give him instructions on
what looks most natural for him. Every man is different. You
will then arrange children in front of the parents. And again,
fill all the gaps! And VERY IMPORTANT: Do not let kids heads
directly line up with parents. We don't want faces blocked.

First photo of sitting should also be a
"look and smile". Once it's done, it's

time for the "Don't look at me!" Then it's
time to move in and move out!



Sitting time in the
session is my favorite...

here's why:
Families always seem to relax a bit
when you let them take a seat! It
never fails.

This is also the perfect position for
more connection in the
photographs.

Here are some suggestions you
can give clients. Silly as some

may be, i promise: they get
results:

"Hey (kid closest to mom/dad), can you give
mommy/daddy 5 kisses on the cheek??" This gives you
extra chances to catch those kisses! One goes too quick.

"Ok when I count to three.... everyone tickle _____... One,
two, THREE!" Laughter ensues. BUT! Some kids do not like
tickles... be aware of this. Immediately change course in
a gentle way. "Ahh not everyone likes tickles..." Que next
suggestion!

"I want one of the children to think of a super silly word
then whisper it in mommy/daddy/sister/brother's ear.
Keep saying silly words until you get a laugh!!! Don't give
up!"

Daddy or mommy - Lift (smallest child/baby) in there
air and everyone look at the airplane! --little kids think
it's funny 90% of the time and giggles go wild.

"Okay guys... time for a BIG GROUP HUG! You're going to
squeeze really close and give me big smiles like you
LOOOOOVE each other!"

Important thing to remember: It's okay if you sense people
feel awkward. But your job will be so much easier if, even

when YOU also feel awkward, you give directions with
confidence! If you act totally comfortable with everything

you are asking, the family will follow your lead and feel more
comfortable. AND! If they are just feeling to awkward and
some tricks just don't work at all... no big deal!! Just switch

to the next thing. You have a whole list of ideas!



AND DON'T FORGET...
While giving all of the suggestions on the previous page, keep moving in
and out and getting ALL of the angles. Be creative and have fun! 

But ALWAYS pay CLOSE attention to lighting as you do this (learning
about light needs a whole other guide though)! If light isn't good, it won't
matter how many new angles you try. Nail lighting and focus as you
move around.

Pay attention to the background too! Sometimes just a little movement
on your part can change the scene in a beautiful way!

All of these were taken with the exact
above prompts, in maybe 2-3 minutes

time. Prompts + moving around!
 

Another fun tip: Find a location with
flowers, always a good way to

entertain kids during photos. Tell them
to smell the flowers or maybe pick ONE

favorite!



TIME TO PLAY.
Run under a blanket!

You obviously need a blanket for this. Find a
PRETTY blanket! Big + lace/crochet or a light quilt.
Have the parents hold each side, and angle the
light behind your clients for a beautiful glow. Then
tell the kids to play London bridges! They run
around and under the blanket over and over
again.

Run around parents! 

Tell kids to run in circles around parents. Tell
parents to stand in the middle and get real close
to eachother. Then tell the kids to "go sloooooow"...
"now go fast!!" Do this on repeat. It's sure to be a
hit!

Red light + Green light!

Have the kids get far away from you. Then
you tell them to run towards you, either
holding hands or on their own (see both
examples). And then play Red Light Green
Light! Throw in a yellow light (and explain) if
kids are too fast. *Some kids pull each other
down when holding hands, that's when I
switch to solo running.



Switch it up again:
Add some depth. 

Next step to getting more variety, and to add more photography that looks more
natural and fun, is to add some depth into photos. 

 
I tell one parent to stand about ten feet back, with one or more kids. Then I tell the

other parent to stand a few feet from me with another kid. 
 

Next I tell the front parent to play with whatever kiddo they have-- pick them up,
spin them, hold their hand and talk to them or tell them a joke. I instruct the
parent in the back to either cuddle or talk or play with the kid they have-- or

watch the front parent. 
 

If it's a man alone, I suggest hands in pockets and smiling. If it's a mom alone
(hopefully in a dress), I suggest she sway and make her dress move as she
watches. No dress? Probably make her sit down so she can "pose" in a more

natural way.



Word for word what I usually say to the dad:
 

 "Pull your wife if really tight. Look into each other's eyes! I don't
care if it's awkward for a minute, guys- trust me, it will be cute!"

 
Then I tell him to put a hand on her waist or on her face. Some

things WILL look awkward- don't tell your couple when it's
awkward, just keep moving and try something new! Tell them they
are doing a great job to help them relax. Each couple will fall into
these poses in their own natural way- which is exactly what you

want!

Don't forget where it all started.

Full family is important. But you also need to divide the family into
groups! ALWAYS get mom & dad together alone. 

Example prompt for mom & dad:



Before wrapping it up, finish the session with each parent's with
kids individually. Get some of Dad with kids, then Mom with kids. 

 
Direct dads to spin daughters & moms to hold their children in

their laps. Suggest big hugs, kisses, silly secrets, and tickles.
 

Tell dads to give kids giant bear hugs! Suggest playing airplane,
or holding little ones into the air. We want giggles and sweet

cuddles and connection! 

Mixin' it up!



And you are DONE!
After using all of these prompts in this guide, you should
have a great variety for a beautiful gallery! Your clients
will love all of the choices you gave them. And the best
part is that just by following this guide step by step, the

process will feel easy and painless.


